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Architects love to talk about design, space, and buildings. Within the field, they have a
language all their own; the way architects communicate is unique.
District Architecture Center's On Architecture exhibition will put that language on display
highlighting quoted criticism, admirations, and opinions about the built world by
architects from around the world, connected to our nation’s capital through the practice
of architecture.
Reading these words we get a look into the mind of the architect. How they observe,
process, and examine the creation of our communities infrastructure. Alongside the
quotes, we will share biographical information and images of notable projects to tie
together all aspects of these architect’s professional lives.
Not only will architects share their thoughts but we will hear from artists, politicians, and
writers displaying the connectivity of the world of architecture.

This exhibition features two sections:
Words by Architects and Words By Figures.
Words By Architects: Explore quoted criticisms, opinions, or ideas about the
built world around us by architects from around the globe who are connected
to the Washington, DC region through projects or practice.
Words by Figures: Explore amusing, thought-provoking, or otherwise
romantic words by figures from other walks of life—artists, politicians, writers
—who offer their own thoughts on architecture.

A Note from the Curator
The individuals in On Architecture were selected on the merits of their
quoted criticisms, opinions, or ideas about the built world around us—
words that arouse and delight, even mystify.
Additionally, the individuals featured represent a range of cultural
backgrounds, expertise, and disciplines across space and time. While
you may recognize many of the names, some will no doubt encourage
further inquiry.
Words are grouped by theme, suggesting resemblance of thought.
Words by architects are organized into themes like Practice, Approach,
and Space. Words by figures are organized into themes like Home,
Equity, and Humor.
This “collection” of words helps us tap into the minds of architects,
revealing their diverse perspectives on a world they help shape. It also
exposes the sentiments of personalities beyond the practice whose
thoughts on architecture are just as intriguing.
I hope these words stoke your imagination and challenge your thinking.

— Scott Clowney, Assoc. AIA
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Aspirations
Architects are visionary people with
the power to see buildings and
spaces before they are ever
realized.

“In the big picture, architecture is
the art and science of making sure
that our cities and buildings fit
with the way we want to live our
lives.”
- Bjarke Ingels, Hon. FAIA
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Practice
The practice of architecture is often
considered a way of life: some view
the profession as a service to the
community, others as an artistic
endeavor.
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“I see the type of architecture
I practice as service to the
country. … For me service is a
responsibility, as much as
practicing architecture.”
- Kathryn Tyler Prigmore,
FAIA

Equity&Diversity
Historically, women and people of color have been
underrepresented in the field of architecture. According
to a 2019 NCARB by the Numbers report, nearly 2 in 5
new architects are women and less than 1 in 5 new
architects identify as a racial or ethnic minority.
“We must understand that not everyone arrives at the Architect’s table
with equal access to resources in their lives—as such, we must not
expect everyone to perform the same, particularly at the start of their
journeys. As leaders, we need to be responsible for providing
development opportunities that create an equitable and inclusive
workplace.”
- Yiselle Santos Rivera, AIA, NOMA, LSSYB, LEED AP, WELL AP
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Home
Home is more than a
place, it is a feeling.

Cause and Effect
Architecture and psychology are connected; the
very nature of our surroundings can impact our
emotions, influence our senses, and dictate our
decisions.

Equity
Architects serve the community and that responsibility
warrants equitable practices that benefit people from all
walks of life, those from different socioeconomic
backgrounds to those with differing abilities. Everyone is
entitled to live, work, and play in a world with equityfocused design.
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The District Architecture Center (DAC) is home to the Washington Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects (AIA|DC) and the Washington Architectural Foundation.
Located in the historic Penn Quarter neighborhood, we celebrate the built environment
through exhibitions and related programs that engage architects, architectural
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Exhibitions spotlight excellence in architecture, design, and urbanism; explore and
disseminate significant artistic and architectural ideas; and pique curiosities about the
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nature of contemporary design practice, the role of architecture in our communities,
and the many ways that design impacts people’s lives.
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